News

- CERF Fellow, Bobby V Reddy, published his book: [Founders without Limits](#).
- CERF post-doc Shiqi Chen has been offered a tenure track assistant professorship in finance at the University of Lancaster and will be leaving CERF in the autumn but remains involved with CERF as a CJBS visiting associate until August 2023.
- CERF post-doc Shaoting Pi accepted a tenure track assistant professorship at the University of Iowa’s Tippie College of Business and left CERF in June.
- Xinyu Hou, a PhD from the Washington University in St Louis, joined CERF in August as a CERF post-doc.
- Bart Lambrecht gave online seminars at Fanhai International School of Finance, Fudan University (Shanghai, 27/5/2022), and at Xiamen University (Xiamen, 7/7/2022, online).
- Shiqi Chen is presenting the paper, 'Optimal Financial Policies for a Group' (joint with Bart Lambrecht’), in person at the upcoming 2022 Northern Finance Association Annual Conference (Banff, Canada).

Events

- [CERF Seminar series](#) will continue as usual.
- [CERF Cavalcade](#) took place on 18 May 2022.
- [CERF in the City](#) took place on 22 June 2022.
- [2022 Corporate Finance Theory Symposium](#) will take place on 16 and 17 September 2022.
- [Cambridge-Nova](#) workshop will take place 23 and 24 September 2022.

Please see the CERF website for up-to-date information on our upcoming events and other news. [www.cerf.cam.ac.uk](http://www.cerf.cam.ac.uk)